An iconic image captures a big story

Talking Points
1. These cartoons about Hurricane Harvey are based on a photograph taken by David J. Philip of Associated Press. How does the image illustrate the reality of the storm?
2. Have you seen the original photograph? Can you find it?
3. Can you find examples of how news photographs defined dramatic historic events?
4. How many volunteers joined first responders in the rescues? Where did they come from?

Between the lines
“I was just keeping an eye out and as soon as I saw the SWAT team member carrying her and then seeing the baby, I just couldn’t believe that baby was wrapped up in there and not crying.” - David Phillip

Additional resources
More by Gary Varvel
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoonist/profile.cfm/VarveG/
More by Bruce Plante
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/PlanteB
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